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Author Judith Ann Kohnen Releases Sequel to her
Twelve-Time Award-Winning Novel
Inspiring author Judith Ann Kohnen has released yet another romantic sensation titled “For the Love
of Mandy” – book two of her Mandy Story. Book one, a romantic comedy/drama titled “One Chance,
One Moment” and inspired by the 1975 hit song MANDY recorded by Manilow, has been recognized
nine times since its first publication in 2014, winning four awards in the past seven months. For the
Love of Mandy promises to entertain readers with the same fun and adventure, yet with a deeper twist
of intrigue and suspense not found in the first book.
For the Love of Mandy is the story of Amanda Fields, a nurse and holistic healer
who is caught between conflicting desires and a situation beyond her control.
She has only her intuition to trust as she sets off on a perilous journey of sacrifice
and love, even though it means walking away from the one man she wants to be
with most in the world—Garry Danzlo. Realizing what a fool he was in letting her
go, Garry wins back his Mandy, only to lose her again to another man who has
snatched her away and places her into a world of danger. Garry sets out on a
daring and death-defying quest to get back his Mandy … again.

See what reviewers at Readers’ Favorite are saying about FOR THE LOVE OF MANDY . . .
A gripping contemporary romance with gorgeous and sophisticated characters... spellbinding,
hugely entertaining and loaded with emotions that readers can resonate with. The story
is a success at several levels, including the language, the strong plot elements, character
development, and pacing. For the Love of Mandy is a page-turner with characters that
feel real and that instantly win the reader’s sympathy; it is emotionally intense and
strongly engaging.” – Reviewed by Divine Zape for Readers' Favorite
"Rich, emotionally complex, a story that juggles many suspenseful moments at once...a
tale that will take your breath away. Few authors have Kohnen's gift for imbuing realistic
and flawed characters with so much humanity. For the Love of Mandy is realistic, wellplotted, and written to keep the reader interested in the characters. It is as riveting as it
is entertaining." – Reviewed by Romuald Dzemo for Readers' Favorite

Book Trailer 'For the Love of Mandy’
To purchase or learn more about this new release, visit the Amazon page: http://amzn.to/2E6Pd3V

About Judith Ann Kohnen
Judith Ann Kohnen is a multi-award-winning author, teacher, counselor, and practitioner of healing
arts. Passionate about writing, she hopes to continue to bring inspiring stories that might bring a bit
of hope, healing, and entertainment to her readers. She lives in Chesterfield, Virginia with her
husband on 40 acres where she runs her own holistic practice and teaches personal growth and
development. She is currently working on her 3rd and 4th books.
Connect with Judith Ann Kohnen:
Email: judithannkohnen@gmail.com
Website: https://judithannkohnen.com/
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/JudithAnnKohnen/
Linked In - https://www.linkedin.com/in/judith-ann-kohnen-5526201a/
Twitter - https://twitter.com/judithkohnen
Goodreads - https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/8244953.Judith_Kohnen
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